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Superposition in Infilfiation Modeling

Ma>r H. Shermant

Abstroct
Simplifutl, physical motleb for calnlating infihration and aen-

tilation in a siltgla zone usuaþ calmbte ilw airflouts fton tlw

mto naural dizing forces (i,e., wind anl stotk ,frctr) seþara-

tely, and tlwnuse a rupøpsitionrul¿ ø combine tlum. Simi-

larly, vpøpsition rulcs nq be used ø ucert¿in tlu efects of
meclwnical rysten s on infibratian. In this reput a gennal

supapsition rul¿ will be derioed for combining wind smck'

und me cJwnical peflrilation Ð)stens ngølur. Thc suprposition

rul¿ will be derioed using gnual principbs of leahage distibu-
titm and øirflout and willrct dcpard on th¿ demils of ø panic-

utø infiltratint model. In tlrc process of gmerating this rulc, a

quantity called leakage disríbutim angle is deueloped ø qnn-
rily thc separation of orcas of tlu building mvelnpe which øre

rubject ø infihration and exflltration. Thc gmeral superpositian

rule is compared to otlur proposed stpnpositian rulzs including

thase bosed on meawred data, and tlu gennal rulc is slwwn ø
lwvi srrong explanaøry poutu. Resuls are gnerated for typiral

buíldings. Tlu concept of fan addition efficienqt is danloped n
dctnmitu thz effectiomess of unbølanced (meclwnical) ventila'

tion rystems at augnming infihration.
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lntroduction
Infiltration is the dominant mechanism for provi-

ding ventilation and thus adequate indoor air qual-

ity to residential buildings. \thile most residences

have small local exhaust fans for spot ventilation of
wet rooms, few - especially in the United States -
have a mechanical ventilation s]tstem' The estima-

rion of ventilation rates in dwellings, then, becomes

the estimation of infiluation-dominated effects' :

The calculation of infi ltration-dominated ventila-

tion usually requires the combination of wind-in-
duced, temperanrre-induced, and mechanically-in-
duced airflows. Complex models solve the problem

by finding the pressure at each point on the enve-

lope and then solving for the flow - modiffing the

internal pressr¡re in order to satisff the continuity
equation (Feustel and Raynor Hoosen, 1990). Such'

an approach is very powerñrl, but may require in-
puts and computational requirements that may

make it impractical. Furthermore, the structure of
the model is often too detailed for the user to under-

stand the physical relationships between parameters.

Parametric südies using detailed models (Etheridge

and St¡nwayr 1988), can recover some of the physical

relationships, but for many applications simpler
physical models are desirable, even if less accurate..

Simplified models have the benefit that they can

be readily applied and require far less input data.

The price for this ease is that specific details may be

lost. It is important to have a physical basis for the

assumptions used in deriving simplified models.

Although general properties of the three driving
' mechanisms will be discussed details such as fan

curves, pressure coefficients, leakage distributions,

etc. will not. Vhen it is important to understand all

such details, simpliñed models are inappropriate,

but for many tnes-of work (such as analysis of large

datasets), the level of accuracy of simplified models

is sufficient.
In most simple (single-zone) models it is a relat-

ively straighdorwa¡d problem to calculate the pres-

sure-induced flow for one of the driving forces'

Each of these three mechanisms induces pressures

across the envelope to d¡ive the flow, but the spatial
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Nomenclqture
B AIM SuPerPosition constânt [-]
C' Shielding coefücient [-]
fu Leakage distribution factor [-]
f Airflow ratio [-]
g Acceleration of gravitY [m/s2ì

H (Stack) Height of enveloPe [m]
K Leakage coefücient
æ Leakage exponent [-]
P (Air) Pressure [Pa]
AP Driving pressure across the envelope (outside-

inside) [Pa]
Airflow [m3/hrl
(Local) wind sPeed [m/s]

Quadrature constant [-]
Ñeutral level (when only suck eflect operates) [-]
Addition efficiencY [-]
Mass flow rate of air [kg/s]
Density (of air) kgim3

Leakage distribution angle [-]

Subsoipts indicate values associated with:

+ infiltrating (outside) air
exfiluating (inside) air

j internal conditions
I,2 any driving force

n a natural driving force

w wind effect

= wind striking a building face

t wind striking diagonallY

s stack effect

f (unbalanced) fan

distribution of the pressure is different for each of

the infiluation. The leakage of the envelope is con-

ventionally ueated as a power law (Sherman, l99l)'

The measurement of leakage is usually performed

with a technique called fan pressurization (ASTM'

1987) where the fan flow induces a shift in the

where the exponenlYz <n<1 depending on the hy-

drodynamics of the leaks.

As c"n be seen from the appendix, the fan pres-

surization flow is the large fan limit of an unba-

lanced fan. K and the exponent' n, characterize the

leakage. In addition to being measured from a fan

pressirization test' they can be found from more ad-

vanced techniques (Sherman and Modera' 1986;

Sherman and Modera,1988)' Although the envelope

could have different exponents in different areas) we

will assume that the exponent does not vary'

The exponent is a particularly important charac-

teristic oi,h. flo* for both understanding the beha-

vior and modeling it. If the exponent were uniry the

modeling would be linear and relatively simple' For

most buildings, however, the exponent is in the

range 0.55 <i=0J5 with n : 2/t being a typical

vahie (St erman et al., 1986), and the modeling be-

comes more complex. For this typical value of expo-

nent, however, K becomes independent of tempera-

ture in normal situations (Sherman,l99l)'
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internal pressure:

Q¡ = KLP,;

in lnfilirotion Modeling

Combining Driving Forces

Each one of the three driving forces has a particular

pattern of pressures induced across the envelope'

þrom this f..,.* of pressures and the flow charac-

teristics of Èquation I, the airflow from that driving

force can be calculated, albeit differently for differ-

ent models. Since combining the different driving

forces on a point-by-point basis is more complex

t¡ut th. simpte moáels can deal with, a superposi-

tion rule thai combines the individually calculated

flows in a simple but robust way is needed'

W-hen .o-bittittg flows from diflerent driving

forces it is important to understand how Úre pamern

of pressures interact. The external pressure pa$ern

rn* u* only with height (as in the stack effect)

onþ witi orientation (as in the wind effect) or not

at all (as in a mechanical system); the internal pres-

sure may or may not need to change in response to

these exiernal patterns. The correlation of these ex'

i.-A p",r.rns and internal pressure changes will

determine how the driving pressures superpose'

If the pressure pafterns did not interact, superpo-

sition wôuld simply be to add the flow from the

natural sources to either the supply or the exhaust

flow, algebraically. This pressure-independent situa-

tion occurs only for the case of balancid supply and

exhaust fans (e.g., an air-to-air heat exchanger)'

(1) Q : Qoo,o,,,¿ + f(Q, Q,' Ql (2)
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If there are both supply and exhaust fans operaung

,irnut,*.ously, the balanced part of the flow can be

expressed as follows:

Qboton d = MIN (Q.*ntY' Q"¡ou) (3)

For any unbalanced combination of supply and ex-

haust fans,

Q¡ = lQ.***,-Q',uwul (4)

The limits of this expression are to be found when

combining flows that do not change the pressure

paftern:

o combining two (constant flow) exhaust fans yields

a=-2.
o combining a supply and exhaust fans yields

a:2.
o combining a balanced supply/exhaust system with

â narural driving force Yields
a. = -2'

order.

there will be a shift in the internal pressure and

hence the pressure panern (as is explained in the ap-

effects.

Generol Quodrtrlure
For naturally-induced infiltration (i'e'' stack and

*irrd .ff..,rj diff.t.ttt areas of the envelope will see

positive pressures and negative pressures' Since the

.*pon.ni is never gleater than uniry we can be as-

r"rt¿ t¡"t *y .o-bination of natural and (unba-

lanced) fan flows will be subadditive' Thus' an ex-

pression (analogous to the law of cosines) can be

used to combine two flows:

Qt : Q,, + Qt-oQtQz (5)

Equation 5 does not necessarily represent any par-

;Ñ* fnysicat realization, it has the advantage of

simplicity, robustness, and symmetry'

ti is ittstru.tive to examine some special cases'

Review of SuPerPostion Merhods

One of the first simplified physical models of infil-

t 
"tiorr' 

the LBL model, (Sherman and Grimsrud'

iq80t íh.tt"an, 1980), used the following superposi-

don rule:

Q' : Ql + Q1, (6)

This superposition rule is called "itnplc quadtantre"

or "LBL ruPuPosition".

Uttttg rn...rrr.d data, \Øilson and Pitman (1983)

n* ,frî*tt that this type of model capures much

oitrt. pttvtical behavioi' Using measurement and si-

muUtiàn- for full-scale test structure' Mobile Infil-

ñ;; Tèst Unit (MITU), Modera et al' (1983) have

shown that there can be an overprediction error on

,il;td* of Zl%when the wind and stack effects are

equal.
The LBL infiltation model assumes orifice flow

*ã,ho. fixes the leakage exponent at one half' Vari-

ou. ott.r efforts have attempted to generalize the

-o¿.f by using the measured exponent (Liddament

*Jallá, 19gi).In some of these Variable Flow Ex-

poien; atFE) models an "exponified"- version of

;t.pl. qiadrature is used to generalize the superpo-

sition rule (Rea¡don, 1989):

Qttn - Q!^ + Q!! Q)

We call this superposition rule 'TFE suprposition"'
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Using a detailed simulation, Modera and Peterson
(1985) have investigated both LBL and VFE super-
position for the combination of wind effects and
stack effects with and without the operation of
mechanical exhaust. The specific example cited uses

the configuration of MITU. They found that, in
general, simple quadrature works bener than the ex-
ponified version and both may overpredict the total
when there is no fan operation. Further, the devia-
tion in simple quadrature is found to be a strong
function of leakage distribution.

In order to mitigate the overprediction of the
VFE superposition rule, the NRC model (Reardon,
1989; Shaw, 1981) uses an ad-hoc correction factor:

Q: [0.8f9t Q!" + Q!,1!)" (8)

where:

¡,= fu .1 (9)
Vl-cn

llhenf becomes small enough (: 0.1) the term in
brackets is replaced by unity. This correction, there-
fore, always reduces the value relative to VFE super-
position and has the greatest effect (: 20%) when
the rwo flows are equal (i.e.rf : 1). \üle call this rule
'WRC ruperposition ".

Sü'alker and Vilson (1990) modify VFE superposi-
tion in an algebraically simpler method:

Qltn - Q! + Qll¡ + BQlll"Q',?"

From their data they have found that

fi, --
3

W'e call this rule 'AIM mpaposilion".
Figure I summarizes all of these superposition

methods by comparing them to simple quadrature
(i.e., c : 0) as a function of the airflow ratio, /
Simple quadrature is not necessarily the correct rule
to use but provides a reference point to compare
trends. For example, it can be noted that the AIM
superposition rule does not deviate very much from
simple quadrature, but the VFE rule always predicts
a larger flow. The physical limits of a : !.2 as well
as 0 : +l are ploaed for reference.

For each of the superposition rules described
above, Equation 5 can be used to derive a value of
the quadrature constant. Because these rules are all

Toble I Equivolenl volues of quodrolure constont (a).

(Combined suck and wind,atn : 2A)

f, VFE LBL AIM NRC IWTU

0.39
0.31

symmetric with respect to wind and stack, the quad-

rature constant will depend only on the ratio of the
smaller flow to the larger one. Täble I displays these
data for two values of the airflow ratio.

In the appendix we derive some simplified ex-
pressions for the quadrature constant. The section
below summarizes these results and allows us to es-

timate numerical values as well as the strongest
functional dependencies.

I nfiltrotion-domi noted Ventil qtion
The process of infiluation derives from pressure in-
teractions across the building envelope. The distri-
bution of these pressures will depend on the speci- .,:

fics of the driving forces. Three quantities character- ';

ize the infiltration from a single driving force: the
driving pressure, the total envelope leakage, and the
leakage distribution relative to the driving pressure.

In order to describe the effects of the leakage distri-
bution, we have introduced the lcaÞage

angle. The leakage distribution angle quantifies
partitioning between the areas of the envelope
infiltrate and exfilt¡ate. The importance of the

(10.1) age disuibution angle is that it is a single
that (non-dimensionally) quantifies the
the driving pressure in a way where
identities are useful.

The mathematical derivation of a generic
(10.2) fied physical model for infiltation,leakage

tion, and addition efüciencies are all
the appendix and will not be repeated
this report. The first part of the
the definition of the leakage distribution
calculates it for the three driving forces

conditions. The results a¡e summarized in

Tqble 2 Properties of driving forces.

Driuing force Distribution angle

0.02
0.08

0
0

-0.52
-0.49

I
Vz

0.ól
0.43

in the

Stack (winter)
Suck (summer)
\7ind (head-on)
rVind (diagonal)
Fan (supply)
Fan (exhaust)

cos20, = P
sin20" = P
tanO- = .44
tan0* = I
cos2Or = 1

Çl

=-l
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The pressures are shown for information only and
represent the q'pical pressure drop across a leakage
site. Their exacr calculation depends on the details
of the infiltration model used and does not mareri-
ally øken to carry
the the exponent)
thro appqrs in ex-
pressions for flows and leakage distribution angles,
the exponent has very little effect on the value of the
addition efficiencies and hence the superposition.

\ùØhen two forces are acting together, a pernrrba-
tion analysis can be used to estimate the interaction
and derive an addition efüciency for the effect of the
smaller force:

Toble 3 Addition efficiencies

Wind=
Wind*Effect * fan: e* = 9.5

Effect + Exhaustfan: e* = 0.16
Wind .Effect + Supplyfan: e+ = 0.84

Stack effect(winter) * Erhaustfan: e*=l-Þ
Stack effect(winter) + Supply fan: e* =

Stack effect(summer) * Exhaustfan: e* =
Stack effec(summer)

Stack +
* Supplyfan:
Wind,Efects:

€+ =
C+ -

Q:QrtE*Qz

where

t*<lalndQz<Qt

The last pans of the appendix deal with the flow ad-
dition of nvo driving forces. The result of this deri-
vation is an expression for the addition efñciency.
As shown in Equation 429, the addition efficienry
can be expressed in terms of the leakage distribution
angles of the wo driving forces:

Stack(winter) + r0lind,Effectsi r* =
Stack(srmmer) + Wind-Effectsl r¡ =

n = 2A was used for rhe head-on wind effect, lfind.

Qt : Qî + 2e*Q2Qt + &e1z (14)

or, equivalently,

Q' : Qî + Qå + (2e * * (er* -Ly) etez (15)

Comparing this to Equation 5 and solving for a we
obtain the following:

o.: fo(t-el)-2e* (16)

for a combination of stack and wind.
These expressions also apply to natural flows plus

a small fan. If the fan becomes larger than the natu-
ral flow, however,f must be replaced byl and e* by
e¡ in order to account for fan domination (see Equa-
tions A'34-436 in the appendix).

Ve can use Equation 16 to derive numerical va-
lues of a for a few combinations of driving forces in
Täble 4. Tàble 4a combines the wind and the winrer
stack effect. Because Equation 13 is symmeric with
respect to the rwo leakage distribution angles, Täble
4a (like Table l) does nor differ depending on which
natural driving force is grearer, where p is the (di-
mensionless) neutral level.

In these tables we have assumed that n = I5,
(which is importanr only for the head-on wind eÊ
fect), and that winter conditions prevail. If the out-
side temperature is higher than the inside, rhe p :
1/+ and þ =Vc columns should be interchanged.
Täble 4b conrains the combination of the winter
stack effect with fans. Note that for large fan flows
the quadrature constarit becomes equal to the in-
verse of the the fan efficiency factor (i.e., a .-- llf¡).
Thble 4c combines the wind with fans. The combi-
nation ofall three driving forces can be done using
pairwise combinations, for a restricted set of as-
sumptions.

(lt)

(t2)

(13)

These factors can be used for fan flows larger than
the naturally-induced flow by applying a minimum
value of the efficiency to convert 11 to €¡.

Table 3 lists the addition efficiencies for different
combinations of wind, stack, and (unbalanced) fan
flow.

Unforn¡nately, these addition efficiencies are least
precise when the rwo flows are of the same size (i.e.,
= l), because this is the regime in which the flow
most sensirive to the details of the leakage. rVithin

context of simple models, however, such uncer-
must be accepted. Since typical applications

sirnple models involve large datasets, the overall
using this superposition rule will be ro-

Gonslont
the form of Equation 13 the expressions do not

relate to quadrature, but we can put them
such a form by squaring the expression
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Toble 4o Typicol volues of a'

Combined wind and (winter) stack effects

do) bracket the AINI entry in Table 1. For this configura-

don the quadrature constant is consistent with zero'

The configuration for the MITU dataset was

somewhat different' MITU was unshielded and

completely exposed to the wind, whose speed and

direction varied (i.e., both the wind= and windr en-

uies apply). Further, MITU had no high leakage,

but had significant floor leakage into a crawlspace;

thus we would expect the neuual level to be in the

rarrgeY+ < P < /z . Thus the right two columns of
Thble 4a should best bracket the results for this data-

set in Table l. Both the calculations and data are

consistent with a value of c' for the MITU dataset of
approximately one half.

Þigut. 2 displays our predictions (vs. simple

quadrature) along with the other superposition me-

thods and the MITU data points in the sarne man-

ner as Figure t. Although the curves bend in differ'

ent directions, it can be seen that there is general

agreement between the MITU dataset and a low

neutral level prediction, and that the AIM model

(and simple quadrature) is consistent with a higher

neutal level. It is important in examining Figures I
atd 2 (and 3) to remember that the modeling æ'

sumptions break down in the vicinity of/ : 1*¿
the truth becomes highly dependent on the deøils

f" þ=)A þ--n þ=vo

\find- + Søck
-0 85

I
Vz

-0.53 0.20
-0.24

0.81

0.32

Vind* + Stack I
,t

0.440.44
-0.33

1.00
0.50 -0.03

Toble 4b Typicol volues of a.

Combined (winter) suck and fan effects

þ=3/+
SUPPLY + STACK

þ:k þ=V+

2

I
Y2

-0.63
-1.06
-1.28

0.5
-0.25
-0.63

0.5
0.44

-0.03

f¡ þ=V+ þ=Vz þ=3/+
EXIUUST + STACK

Toble 4c Typicol volues of a.

Combined wind and fan effects

w4ND=
Exhaustfans SuPPlYfarc

IYIND,

Discussion
It is instructive to compare the values of the quadra-

ture constant calculated here, with the equivalent

values of a from the literature, which predominant-

ly focus on combining wind and stack effects' Thus

we can compare the entries in Täble 4a with the re'

ported values from Täble 1. There are two entries in

Täble I that are based on detailed measurements, the

AIM dataset (.Valker and Vilson, 1990), or detailed

simulations, the MITU dataset (Modera et al', 1983

and Modera and Peterson, 1985), of specific build-

ings. Our derivation may have some explanatory

power for these entries.
The test houses in the AIM dataset are closely set

in a row; thus, the wind effect could contribute only

when the wind impacted directly (i.e., only the

wind= entries apply). Further, these houses had lit-
tle low leakage, but did have some high leakage;

thus we would expect the neutral level to be in the

rurrge t/2, s P < 7+. Thus the first two entries on

the fint line of Täble 4a would be expected to (and

of the structure. V¡hile the model may be expected

to work in a general waY in this regime, large varia-
,!;:bility should be expected.

Comparing Tables I and 4a again, as well as

ure 2, it is clear that VFE superposition is

with our model only if the neutral level is quite

and the wind is head on. As these condidons are

typical, it is not surprising that the literature

ttrat such a superposition model
larly, NRC superposition is consistent

wind that strikes primarilY on the diagonal

neutral level. The literature, however, does

tain enough details to carry this comParison

It is clear that an optimum value for

t

I
It

0.5

0.65
0.1ó

-1.09
-l.38
-1.53

0.5
-0.25
-0.63

ture constant depends on the distribution
and wind angle. Values in the range -l <

not unreasonable. Often we do not have

cific information about a strucntre to

quadrature constant and it would be

to have a default value. If we assume

house has a slightly high neutral level,

interested in non-summer conditions

of the wind effect comes from wind

ectly on a surface, then simPle

0) is a good default. (For summer

Yz mightbe a better assumPtion')
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Addition of Fqns
The discussion has focused so far on the combina-
tion of wind and stack effects. Indeed, this has been

the area of most interest over the last decade. As

mechanical ventilation becomes a more important
component in residential buildings, the need to ac-

curately include the effects of fans increases.

Figure 3 displays the results of our fan addition
modeling referenced against simple quadrature. Be-

cause fan addition efüciencies allow for fan flows
larger than the natural infiltration, the airflow ratio
extends to higher values. Each curve has a cusp at

which point the fan completely dominates the venú-
lation and the curve changes shape. It is clear from
the shape of the curves that quadrature is not a par-

ticularly good method of representing the effect of
fans. Täbles 4b and 4c contain the calculated values

of the quadrature constant for the case when a (sup-

ply or exhaust) fan is added to either wind or stack

flow. Since, however, quadrature does not capture

the physical dependencies well, it is bener to use the
fan efûciencies directly.

An examination of the fan addition efüciencies in
Täble 3 leads one to the conclusion that in general

(small, unbalanced) fans contribute approximately
50% of their actual flow rate towards increasing the

total ventilation. Such efñciencies must be con-

sidered when making either energy or indoor air
qualiry calculations. Furthermore, if we can assume

this 50% rule in general, tlren we can combine all
three driving forces easily.

RE\/IEW OF SUPERPOSITION METHODS

Fig. 2. A plot of s ogoinst simple quodro-

ture, including c ree different envelo-pe

conditions. Two from the Mobile lnfiltro-
Tion Tesi Unit ore olso plolted. (Exchonge .3 ond '7 curves for
summer conditions.)

lfinfe¡STACK + Head-onwlND
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Fig. 3. A plot of fon oddition vs. simple quodrolure for different
w¡ãd, stock ond fsn situotions. For the dock effect il is ossumed

to be winter. (Chonge 2/3 to1/3 in lobel for summer conditions
or to interchonge exhoust ond supply.)
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A comparison of simple quadrature and the fan

efüciency shows that they never deviate by more

than 10% of the total infìluation. Therefore, when

combining nanrral (i.e., any combination of wind
and stack) and fan-induced infiltration, simple
quadrature is a good approximation, for the special

case of the 50% rule.
The 50% rule is good overall, but there are devia-

tions depending on the disuibutions and which

natural force dominates. Some of the important de-

viations can be summarized as follows:

09

08

o7
01 o2

f Ratio of Smaller to Larger Flow [-]

l. A plot of lhe superposition rules from the literoture
simple quodroture os o funclion of oirflow rolio. Curves
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would be o horizonlol line ot

2,-1,1,2 ore olso ploi-
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. WIÊfl th¿ wind dntninates, supply fans hne a largn
addition efficicncy tlwn exlnust fans. The differen-
tial becomes larger as more of the wind strikes
directly on a face. This effect may be especially
important during shoulder seasons in which a

small ventilation fan is being utilized for indoor
air quality purposes.

o Fn high twutral løuel houses, wlwn th¿ winter stack

ffict dominates, suppbÌ fans hsoe a laryer addition ef-

ficienry tlan exlwustløru. This effect implies that
for a house with many ceiling penetrations such
as kitchen and bathroom exhausts, there may be
less impact on total ventilation from running
these fans during the winter tlan was rhought;
thus they do not work well as whole-house venti-
lators. It is interesting to note, however, that as

spot extract ventilators (e.g., bathrooms and
stoves), they are effective and particularly energy-
efficient.

c For high nantral løuel ltmtses, whm tlæ rummtr statþ

ffict dominates, sapply fatts høue a sm¿ll¿r addition
efficimry tlwn exlwustløru. This effect may be im-
portant for the slab-on-grade house typical of the
sun-belt of the United States and is the converse
of the previous one.

o Fn large fan fln:s thc øtal aidlmt: through tlu enae-
Iope becomes equal ø the fan flmr. As the fan domi-
nates the infiltrarion, the fan addition efficiency
increases asymptotically to unity.

Conclusions
The concept of leakage distribution angle as deve-
loped in this report is important to the understand-
ing of how the forces that drive infiluation interact.
Although there are many details about the leakage
distribution tlat can impact the resulting airflows,
the maiority of effects can be described by this
single paramerer. The leakage distribution angle
quantifies the partirioning benveen the areas of the en-
velope that infiltrate and oúltrate. Since the key åaor
in zuperposition is the separation of cattceling and aug-
menting pressrues, this partitioning allows a more fun-
damental description of the superposition process.

An examination of how pressure and leakage dis-
tributions interact across the envelope of a building
has allowed us to develop some general guidelines
for the superposition of stack, wind and fan effects
without detailed modeling assumprions. lùØe can
summarize the work of the report in a single super-
position equation which takes into accounr all three
of these forces:

Q: Q! + Qi-aQ,Q., I Qbuhn,,d -t e¡Q¡ $7)

The quadrature constant, cr, depends on the leakage
and wind angle distributions as well as the sign of
the temperature difference. For any reasonable con-
figuration

-l<c<1. (18)

Vhen little is known about the details of the build-
ing a default value of zero can be used; if some in-
formation is known, however, the estimate can be
improved using the methods developed herein.

The fan addition efficiency, e¡, indicates rhe con-
tribution an unbalanced mechanical ventilation sys-
tem has on the total ventilation:

0<e¡<1 (re)

\7hen little is known about the details of the sys-

tem, the 50% rule (i.e., a value of one half subject to
an overall minimum of the fan flow) can be used as

default. As this effect may depend strongly on the
s€âson and whether it is a supply or exhaust frn, care
shot¡ld be aken when estimating the impaa of a par-
ticular mechanical sysrem on the ventilarion rate.

rù(/hen both default values are used the superposi-
tion rule becomes the followingl:

- Qboh*,d Qr*¡o-,Q: z -r 2 * Ql +Q,i, (20.1)

alternatively, the following may also be usedr:

Q = Quø*,¿ I Q(+QL+Qi (20.2)

Without information on rhe neutral level, the wind
direction and the relative dominance of wind and
stack effects, this expression is the best general rule
of superposition for infiltrarion-dominated ventila-
tion.

Although these expressions do not explicitly con-
tain the exponent, the exponent was considered in
their derivation. The value of the exponent has little
to do with the form or result of the superposition

rrWhen Modera and Peterson simulated the MITU configuradon,
they found the same result. As can be seen from Tàbte 4, this wæ
caused by a cancellation of errors for low neutral level in the win-
ter with an exhaust fa¡r, Their result does, however, indicate that
this expression may be useful in some circumstances when the
default assumptions are not met.

.?
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equation, save through its effect on the leakage dis-
tribution (angle). Under special circumstances the
effect of the exponent on the superposition can be
quite significant, but as the numerical impact of this
effect is in general small, the exponent is not of cri-
rical importance to the issue of superposition.
Superposition notwithstanding, the exponent has an
appreciable impact on the individual flows. Future
work will investigate the extension of the leakage-

distribution-angle concept for the calculation of the
individual flows and the change in the leakage dis-
tribution angle as two forces operate.

Appendix
Generolized Colculqlion
of lnfiltrotion
For natural driving pressures such as wind and stack

some of the building envelope will be under nega-

tive pressure and some of the building envelope will
be under positive pressure. \ù0'e can conceptually
simplifu the formulation by combining together all
of the positive pressures into a single value (and si-
milarly for the negative ones) without having to
know the details. This assumption is justifiable as

long as the variation in leakage does not cor¡elate
with the pressures driving it. Violations of this as-

sumption include leaks which themselves modifu
the pressures or leaks which change behavior be-

cause of the induced pressure. Incidental correla-
tions can affect the result for a particular site at a
particular time, but are unlikely to invalidate this
assumption in the typical case.

This assumption is conceptually equivalent to
having nvo holes (one for infilt¡ation and one for
exfiltration) whose combined leakage is equal to the
actual leakage, and whose external pressures are the
positive and negative ones accordingly. The simpli-
fied formulations can be wrinen as follows:

Q,. : K=(^Pt)" (Al)

where the subscripts refer either to infiluation (posi-

tive pressures) or oúluation (negative pressures), and

K = K* + K- (42.1)

ÀP*:P*-Pi ( 2.2)

AP- : P, - P- (42.3)

To presene the mass balance the mass flow of exfil-

trating air must be the same as that for infiluating
arr

th:p*Q*:p-Q-

so that the internal pressure must be

P¡: (p*K*)t/" P* + (p-K-)tl P-
(p*K*)'l + (p-K-)l

(,t4)

The infiltration can be rewritten as

m: P+K+ P-K- AP, (As)
(p,fK,f + pll!K!)"

where

L,P:- P*-P- (A6)

Leokoge Dislribulion Angle
The equations in the previous section are suggestive
of trigonometric identities and can be simplified by
the introduction of the leakage distribution angle,
which is defined as follows:

(A7)o.re= ( ï''^

The leakage diseibution angle is defined only for
the first quadrant.

\Fe c¿n now rewrite the equations from the pre-

vious section using the leakage distribution angle to
eliminate K= in the pressure relationships. The
internal pressure is the weighted sum of the driving
pressures:

P¡: sin2ùP* * cos20P- (.\8)

(which is equal to ÂP¡ if we set the reference of pres-

sure to zero) and tlte pressure drops across the enve-

lope are

AP* : colg1,P (Ae.l)

AP-: sin29\,P (4e.2)

!0'e can use Equation A7 to eliminate K= from
Equation A5 in favor of the total leakage and the
leakage distribution angle :

(A3)
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rh=K p*p- (Â P sin20 cos20)"

p+ coszno + p_ sin2no
(A10)

Since it is conventional to express infiltration in
volumetric terms (and since Sherman (1991) demon-
strates that the volumetric leakage is insensitive to
the density in the leaks), we seek to separate the
mass flow into an effective density and a volumetric
flow so that

m: PoQ (Ar1)

If we assume that this volumetric flow would. occur
if there were no expansion or contraction of the air
when crossing the envelope, then

(when the leakage is complerely unbalanced). rWhen

the leakage is balanced and the factor is uniry this
equation is just that for nvo leaks (of leakage IV2)
being driven by a rotal pressure drop of Ap (i.e.,
AP/2 across each one).

lndividuol Driving Forces
These expressions are applicable to any set of driv-
ing forces that operate on rhe pressure fields. This
section solves these equations, in a simplified man_
ner, for typical cases ofthe driving forces operating
alone. The intent of this section is not to solve each
case in detail, but rather to determine their leakage
distribution angles for use in superposition.

Stock Effect
If the densiries of rwo bodies of air are different,
there will be a graviry-induced pressure gradient be-
tween them. In buildings this densiry difference is
caused by temperarure differences and is known as
the stacþ, ffict. YÌe can approximate the pressure
drop and leakage distribution angle f'or the stack ef-
fect as follows:

LP, - lnplgrt (Al6)

and

e : K .si!210 cos2'9 Oa
sinznO f cosznO

p*p- (sin2'0 + cos2"0)

p*cosz'O + p-sinz,0

(Al2)

(Ar3)

For the remainder of this appendix and in the body
of the paper we have used this volumetric flow for-
mulation. It is imporønt, however, to remember to
use the proper air density (Equation Al3) to calcu-
late the mass flow. The errors in not doing so can be
imporønt if the density (i.e., remperanrre) d.iffer-
ence is significant berween inside and outside.

IØe began this derivation by treating the process
as equivalent to a ¡vo leak envelope. We can put
Equation Al2 in a form that preserves this sense as
follows:

a: lr, (T)"

where I/ is the stack height of the building. The ex- .

act formulation of this pressure difference depends

Po=

where

1-Jo:

If tlæ iueid¿ temperatuîe is greatø tlwn ouxide:

cos20. - P

(Al4) If tlu insidc tempûature is l¿ss than outsil¿:

sin20, - B

on leakage distribution and is beyond
this repon; the stack height, however,
der of the height of the building.

One simple approximation uses rhe
less) neutral level ofbuilding:

The neutral level, B, is that height
height of the building) at which the

the scope

is on the

inside2l*osinzr0coln0

sin2nO + cosznO
(Al5) side pressures

in operation.
are equal when only the stack

Ð{AMPLE: As an example, assume
the leakage is at or near the floor and
that there is wice as much high leakage as

age. If the floor-ceiling height is H and the

fi is a function that incorporates all of the leakage
disuibution effects for a single driving force and
goes from a maximum of unity (when the leakage is
completely balanced) towards a minimum of zero warrner than the outside,
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cos20, : B: 2""
' l+2t/, (Al8'l)

o,=K{l u *+'\-,}l¡ogal. (Ars.2)

where for typical values of exponent (i.e., n = Tt)
the term in curly brackets is approxim ately 0.27.

Wind Effest

L,P-: C'p*a2 (Al9)

Heod-On Wind
In the tlpicål case in which the wind strikes one of
the faces of the building head-on, we aôsume there is
no airflow through the floor or ceiling, but all four
walls have the same leakage.

rano: = (1¡1" (A2o)

:,!¡"h for the qpical value of the exponenr (i.e., z :
2t3)

cos20= : 0.68 (A2l)

Diogonol Wind
If the wind comes from a diagonal rather than
head-on, rwo sides of the build.ing will have positive
pressures and two will have negative. Although the
total infiltration will not change much, the lãakage
distribution angle will; the tangent will become
equal to unity or, equivalently,

cos2O,:g (22)

EXAMPLE: As an example we take the head-on
case and further assume that the wind pressure coef_
ficient for the windward side is 0.7 anã for all other
sides it is -O.5. !?'e can then solve for wind-induced
airflow:

Q=:f (0.45p +a,),strucnrre.
becomes

y is about
1983), but

Depending on rhe exposure of rhe building there
can be a different number of faces (and hence leaks)
seeing positive pressure. For an isolated srn¡cture
the two prototypical orientations are for the wind to

e= =" {ï# }{*u+()'ro+,,)"\41¿(A23.2)

(A23.Ð

where for this example C'= = 0.54 and the factor in
curly brackets is equal to 0.22.

cos20¡ -
I for supply fans

-l for exhaust fans

Fsns
If the fan is the only driving force, rhe flow will fol_
low Equation l. Using the developmenr of this ap_
pendix, fans are a limiting case which can be de-
scribed as a large driving force operating over a
small area (i.e., the fan) and the rest of the envelope
having no exrernal pressure applied. The net effect
is that the fan either completely pressurizes or com_
pletely depressurizes the (vast maiority of the) enve_
lope. Thus, as we can see from Equarion A7, the
leakage distribution angle takes only one of two va_
lues depending on the fan direction.

( 24)

It is important to note
the fan (AP) is very d
the change in internal
sumed that the fans a¡e constant flow devices, which
will be true when rhe pressure drop across the fan is
much larger than the internal pressure change.
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Combining Driving Forces

As stated in the text' we are only interested in add-

ing driving forces that are independent of each

other; that is, tve assume that the pattern of pressur-

ization and depressurization areas are uncorrelated.

To the extent that they are not independent, they

must be treated simultaneouslY.
Consider the c¿se in which we start with one of

the natural driving forces and then a second (inde-

pendent) smaller driving force is added. We will
seek an expression ofthe forrn

Q = Q, * E*Qz (425)

where the addition efftciency is a constant to be deter-

mined by considering the effect of úe Q, as a per-

turbation.
In order for the total ventilation to change as a re-

sult of the combination, there must be some change

in the pattern of leakage and pressures. When the

nro driving forces are of the same order, the change

in leakage distribution will be significant and is be-

yond the scope of simplified modeling to predict in
general. In this section \rye assume that the leakage

distribution does not change significantly.

Addition of o Smoll Fon
Fans affect the total ventilation by changing the

internal pressure. \Øe can examine combining a fan

with a naural driving force by analyzing the re-

sponse of the envelope to a change in internal pres-

sure.
A change in the internal pressure will either in-

crease the infiltration and decrease the eÉluation
or the converse, depending on the sign of the pres-

sure change:

Q=:K=(AP=*ôP¡)" (426.1)

which, since the pf'essure is small, can be expanded to

and the total infiltration will be equal to Q*:

Q : Q" * sin20"Q¡ (forexhaustfan) (428.1)

or, an equivalent derivation for a supply fan would
yield:

Q : Q, * cos20"Q¡ (forruÞplyfan) ( 28.2)

\9'e can combine these rwo expressions into a single

one by making use of the leakage distribution angle

for fans. Doing so yields the following expression

for the addition efüciency:

The difference between the infiltration and exfiltra-
tion through the envelope is the fan flow. TÌrking the

specific case of an exhaust fan (i.e., ôPi> 0),

È4 -
( 2e)

Combining Two Noturol Driving Forces
The stack and wind effects operate by inducing a

pressure on the outside surface of the envelope; the

internal pressure responds to balance the flow.

When two natural driving forces are operating sim-
ultaneously, there will be areas in which their posi-

tive pressures coincide, in which their negative pres'

sures coincide, and in which their positive and ne-

gative pressures ovedap, some of which may cåuse

changes in flow direction.
This situation can be conceptualized by consider-

ing that part of the larger driving force was being af-

fected by an exhaust fan while the remainder \4¡Íls

being affected by a supply fan. In this way we can

use the results of the previous section to combine

two narural driving forces.

For clarity consider the specific example of the

same wind effect being added to a larger (winteÐ

stack effect. All of the windward faces have either
increased infiluation or decreased ediluadon and,

therefore, act as though they were being exposed to

an exhaust fan equivalent to the wind-induced flow.

Similarly, all of the leeward faces act as though they

were being exposed to a supply fan.

The combined total infiltration will come from
the lower pans of the envelope and consist of aug'

mented infiluation on the windward sides and de-

creased infiltration on the leeward sides. This total,

of course, will be the same as the exfiltration from

the upper pans (decreased on the windward side and

increased on the leeward side). The allocation of
augmented versus decreased infiltration and exfilua-

tion, however, may be different. If we assume that

there is more exfiltrating area (tbr both stack and

Q,:0(r t, Ël ( 26.2)

d

Q.-Q-:Ø:0"¡¡ffiu ( 27)
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Q: (Q,+ cos20¡Q2) (ä) . (Q-sin2orQ,) ( !*),

rvind separately, then we can use Equation 428 to
tìnd the total exfiluation:

Lorge Fon Flows
Because the addition effrciency for adding two nanr-
ral driving forces is symmetric, it does not depend
on whether the stack or wind effect is the larger.
The same symmetry does not hold true for the addi-
tions of fans to natural driving forces.

If the fan flow is not small, the distribution of
pressures across the envelope will change in a com-
plex way as a result of the fan. For the example of an
exhaust fan, the fan will eventually increase the leak-
age distribution angle until all of the flow is infiltra-
tion; at this point the total infiltration is equal to
the fan flow and there is no exfiltration through the
envelope. Once this point is reached the total air
change is just equal to the fan flow

The behavior when the natural and fan flows are

comparable depends suongly on leakage distribu-
tion and exponent. As a simplification we assume
that the small fan flow expression is applicable until
the fan dominates:

Q: MAX(Q¡,Q, + e*Qì (434)

Equivalently we could define a fan addition efü-
ciency e¡ to include this effect:

(A35)

(436)

In this discussion we have assumed that fans are

constant flow devices, which they need not be. The
change in internal pressure caused by the infiltra-
tion, ô,1], may c¿ruse a shift in the operating point of
the fan. If it does, the techniques used in the appen-

dix could be applied iteratively to find a more exact

solution. For most fans a shift of a few Pascals in
internal pressure is unlikely to cause a significant
change. A larger effect, which is not considered
herein, is the fact that the wind may have a much
larger impact on the outlet.

Equivolent-sized Flows
\üíhen one attempts to combine nvo driving forces

of equivalent size, the assumptions used in the sec-

(A.30.Ð

(,\30.2)

where in our example the subscripts 1,2 specifìcally
mean stack, wind effects.

The quantities K=/I( represent the fractions of
the leakage under infiltration and exfiltration (for
the second driving force). The quantity in brackets
can nominally be found using Equation A7:

cos2n02 - sin2n02

cos2n02 - sin2n02

e = e,+ |(.o,,e, 
. [T.]Jn,

r K_- K-lI 

-.t 

-l. ç J2-
(A3l.l)

Since we are treating the smaller driving force as a

pemrrbation, there will be a change in the flow that
is approximately linear due to the change in the
pressure along the lines of Equations 426-^28.
Therefore, this expression should be evaluated for n
: I to yield:

Thus

E¡:MAX1t.,t-rI)

I 
K- - K.l. 

=+os2no,tKJ. (A31.2) where the fan factor is defined similarly tof:

f¡: Q¡

Q,

Q:QrrQ, (A32)

Care must be exercised in handling the signs of the
intermediate terms. W'e chose our example to make
all of the cosines positive and used the fan addition
rules assuming Qr is positive. It turns out in general
that the addition efficiency can be expressed as fol-
lows:

t+: (433)

Note that this expression reduces to the fan flow ex-
pression when a fan dist¡ibution angle is inserted.

R r
F-
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tions above rire quite likely not valid. Specifically,
the leakage pattern (and hence distribution angle)
may change significantly and thus the linearized re-
sult found in this appendix will begin to change.
For example as an exhaust fan increases its effect,
more of the envelope will become pressurized (and
the internal pressure will decrease less than ou¡ line¿r
prediction) until the entire envelope is pressurized.

These effects would cause the addition equation
(Equation 425) to have higher order terms (i.e.,
curve) as Q2 approaches Q. There are not, unfornr-
nately, easy ways of combining the nvo forces with-
out knowing many more details than are appropri-
ate for simplified modeling.

Most simplified models are used either for avera-
ging time-series data or for averages of large samples
of different dwellings. In the former case it is highly
unlikely that a large segment of the data would hap-
pen to be where nuo driving forces were comparable.
In the latter case the variation in the details will
tend to mitigate any individual biases. Thus in
many cases it is not necessary to be able to predict
accurately the case in which two flows are equiva-
lent. For those cases in which it is, however, detailed
network models should be utilized.
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